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Abstract
Many transliteration methods are applied to different language 
pairs, but still a lot of them didn’t reach the accuracy needed. We 
propose a method that can be applied to any of these techniques 
that can be used to improve the transliteration result. We create 
the phonetics for both the input and the resulting candidates then 
we calculate the edit distance between them using a modified 
Levenshtein distance. Then we order them according to their least 
distance. As an example we considered the romanized Arabic to 
Arabic transliteration in chat text. A top(1) accuracy of 55.6% and 
a top(5) accuracy of 86% was achieved using this technique. When 
considering the least distance phonetics to be all correct due to 
variations in the result, the top(1) accuracy  reached 75%.
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I. Introduction
“A transliteration system M takes a source word S and outputs 
a ranked list L, with (Tj , rankj) tuples as its elements. In each 
tuple, Tj is the jth transliteration of the source word S generated 
with the rank r”[1].
There are a number of methods to generate the ranked candidates, 
statistical language modeling [2], neural networks [3], Bayesian 
[4] and more.
But still, the accuracy of most of the methods used isn’t sufficient 
enough for many of the language pairs.
We are going to generate the phonetics for each of the input word 
and the candidates, then we are going to calculate the distance 
between the input word phonetic and the candidate phonetics, 
lastly we are going to order the candidates based on the least 
distance calculation between the words. The algorithm used to 
calculate the distance will be based on the Levenshtein Distance. 
We will be using Romanized Arabic to Arabic as an example

II. Previous Work
There are two aspects to this work: the first is phonetic string 
creation, and the second is distance calculation. Some of the 
famous phonetic creation algorithms are the Soundex [5]and 
Metaphone [6] (with all its versions).
For edit distance calculation the most popular algorithm is the 
Levenshtein distance algorithm [7]  .
The Levenshtein distance between two strings a,b is given by   
leva,b( |a|,|b|) where:                 
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The first element in the minimum corresponds to deletion (from a to 
b), the second to insertion and the third to match or mismatch.
There are other algorithms that can be used to measure distance. 
We are concerned with the Levenshtein because our distance 
calculation algorithm is based on it.

III. Phonetic Creation
In our case, we have an input, which is the word for which we 
want to get the correct transliteration, and the candidates which 
are the expected correct transliterations for that input. The input 
is written in a script different than the candidate script. To create 
the phonetics for each, we need to do one of the following:

Provide a default transliteration function to convert either • 
the input or the candidates to the other script then create the 
phonetic string for the script used.
Provide a way to generate the phonetic from both the • 
scripts.

In this work we are going to generate the phonetic from both 
scripts.
The phonetic table to produce the phonetics for both the Arabic 
and Romanized Arabic scripts is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Phonetic Mapping Table
Arabic 
Letter(s)

Buckwalter 
representation

Roman 
sequence(s)

Phonetic 
Char

ه h h P
ء ‘ 2 S
ا A a 1
ب b b, p 2
ت t t 3
ث v th 4
ج j gh 5
ح H 7 6
خ x 7’,5,kh 7
د d d 8
ز ,ذ *,z z 9
ر r r A
س ,ص s, S 9, s B
ش $ sh, ch C
ض D 9’,dh E
ط T 6 F
ظ Z 6’ G
ع E 3 H
غ g gh, 3’ I
ف f f J
ق q q K
ك k k, c L
ل l l M
م m m N
ن n n O
و w w, o Q

ي y y, i, e R
u NONE
x LB
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The phonetic creation algorithm simply converts the character 
sequences in the input to the phonetic equivalent from the phonetic 
as shown in Table 1.

IV. Definitions
Before applying the distance calculation algorithm, we need to 
introduce two concepts:

A. Least Effective Phonetics 
These are the phonetic values whose presence or absence has less 
effect than the normal case.
In our example, let’s consider the romanized word “7elemt” 
with phonetic “6RMRN3”. This word is considered a correct 
representation of the word “حلمت (Hlmt)” whose generated phonetic 
is “6MN3”. The presence of the “R” in the roman word’s phonetic 
should not be of the same effect in the evaluation as for instance 
the word “حلبت (Hlbt)” with phonetic “6M23”.

B. Phonetic Groups
These are groups that contain phonetic sequences which could 
give the different outputs and still be considered correct. Let’s 
consider the romanized Arabic character sequence “sh” and let’s 
consider the romanized word “shl”. This word may be “سهل(shl)” 
or “شل($l)” or “سحل(sHl)” and all are correct. So a phonetic group 
(G1) covering this case would contain the phonetic sequences as 
shown in Table 2. The phonetic groups used in our example are 

shown in Table 3.

V. Distance Calculation
The distance calculation algorithm has to take into account the 
“phonetic groups” and the “least effective phonetics”.
The distance between two phonetic strings a, b is given by dist 
a,b(|a|,|b|) where: 
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Where cost, cost_insert, cost_delete, cost_replace are defined 
as:
cos 10t =       (3) 
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The values for the costs (1, 2, 10) can be changed according to 
the weights that we want to put for these special cases.

Table 2:– A Phonetic Group Example
Group Phonetic sequence Arabic letters Buckwalter [8] Romanized Arabic

G1 BP,B6,C,LP,L6 سه ,سح ,ش ,صه ,صح sh, sH, $, Sh, SH ch, sh

Table 3: Phonetic Groups for Romanized Arabic
Group Phonetic sequence Arabic letters Buckwalter Romanized Arabic
G1 BP,B6,C,LP,L6 سه ,سح ,ش ,صه ,صح sh, sH, $, Sh, SH ch, sh
G2 P, 6 H, h ه ,ح h
G3 1, K, S ,ا ,أ ,إ ,آ ,ء,ق A, >, <, |, ‘, q a
G4 9 ,ز ,ذ ,ض ,ظ z, *, D, Z z
G5 3, 4, F ,ت ,ث ,ط t, v, T t
G6 3P, 36, FP, F6, 4 هت ,حت ,هط ,حط ,ث th, tH,Th, TH, v th
G7 8, F,G, E د ,ط ,ظ ,ض d, T, Z, D d

G8 8P, EP, FP, GP, 86,  E6, F6, G6, 
E طح ,ظه ,ظح ,ض ,ضه ,طه ,ده ,دح ,ضح dh, dH, Dh, DH,  Th,TH, Zh, 

ZH,D dh

G9 5P,  56, I جه ,جح ,غ jh, jH, g gh
G10 K, L q, k ق ,ك q, k
G11 KP, LP, K6,L6, 7 قح ,خكه ,كح ,قه kh, kH, qh, qH,x kh
G12 K, S ق ,ء q, ‘ 2
G13 B, L s, S, k  س ,ص ,ك c
G14 BP, B6, LP,L6, C كح  ,ش سه  ,سح  ,كه sh, sH, kh, kH, $ ch
G15 BP, B6, C sh, sH, x سه ,سح ,ش sh

VI. Evaluation
After calculating the distance using the algorithm above, the 
candidates are ordered in ascending order according to the 
distance.
To measure the accuracy of the algorithm, a dataset of 825 
Romanized Arabic words and their unranked Arabic candidates 
is used to evaluate this algorithm. Then the metrics top(10), top(5) 

and top(1) are calculated. Table 4 shows the evaluation results for 
these metrics in our case. 
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Table 4: Accuracy for the Algorithm
Metric Value
top(10) 93%
top(5) 86%
top(1) 55.6%

As mentioned before, there are cases where there would be more 
than one correct candidate. Because of that, we can assume that 
all those candidates who have the least distance are considered 
correct. So we will modify the metric calculation to consider 
that all of the candidates which share the same least distance are 
considered top(1).
When doing the calculation with that assumption the top(1) 
accuracy becomes 75%. An example of that would be like 
Table 5 shows the percentage of candidates according to their 
order up to 10, with and without the least distance case.

Table 5: Percentage for Each-Order

order percentage percentage with 
least distance

1 55.6 75.11
2 16.9 4.81
3 7.98 3.99
4 4.46 2.82
5 2.46 1.76
6 2.23 1.64
7 2.35 1.64
8 1.06 0.82
9 0.82 0.70
10 1.29 1.17

VII. Conclusion
As stated before, this algorithm can be used to help improve the 
candidate ranking done by other algorithms. It can be run after 
the candidates are generated to provide a measure of how close 
the candidates are to the input. The least distance candidates are 
considered all correct because in this algorithm there is no context. 
Combining this with algorithms using context can improve the 
candidate ranking.
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